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ABSTRACT
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The couplings between IP addresses, names of content or services,
and socket interfaces, are too tight. This impedes system manageability, growth, and overall provisioning. In turn, large-scale content
providers are forced to use staggering numbers of addresses, ultimately leading to address exhaustion (IPv4) and inefficiency (IPv6).
In this paper, we revisit IP bindings, entirely. We attempt to evolve
addressing conventions by decoupling IP in DNS and from network
sockets. Alongside technologies such as SNI and ECMP, a new
architecture emerges that “unbinds” IP from services and servers,
thereby returning IP’s role to merely that of reachability. The architecture is under evaluation at a major CDN in multiple datacenters.
We show that addresses can be generated randomly per-query, for
20M+ domains and services, from as few as ∼4K addresses, 256
addresses, and even one IP address. We explain why this approach
is transparent to routing, L4/L7 load-balancers, distributed caching,
and all surrounding systems – and is highly desirable. Our experience suggests that many network-oriented systems and services
(e.g., route leak mitigation, denial of service, measurement) could be
improved, and new ones designed, if built with addressing agility.
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Figure 1: Conventional IP bindings to names, interfaces, and
sockets, create transitive relationships between them that are
difficult to track and reason about, which hinders changes to
any binding without risking others.

1

INTRODUCTION

Unlike with most clients and carriers, limitations exist on hostingand content-service providers (CDNs) because of decades-old conventions that tie IP addresses to resources. Hostnames and domains
are typically mapped to a set of IP addresses. DNS will lookup
and return any IP in the set to load-balance or to geo-select [9, 56]
services, but the set itself is static and unchanging. Similarly, network interfaces and sockets are mapped to single IP addresses and
address-port pairs, respectively [70]; once assigned to interfaces and
sockets, addresses are also typically static and unchanging.
This legacy of IP-to-name and IP-to-server bindings persist in
IPv6, and have in turn created a perception that possessing a large
number of IP addresses is a necessity to operate large-scale CDN
services. Indeed, large CDNs have acquired a massive number of
IP addresses: At the time of this writing, Cloudflare has 1.7M IPv4
addresses [12], Akamai has 12M [1], and Amazon AWS has over
51M [3]! Corresponding proportions of the IPv6 space arguably
exceed one’s ability to imagine. This trend might lead one to conclude that many IP addresses are key to scale worldwide, provide
reachability, implement sophisticated traffic engineering policies,
and ensure consistent server selection across multiple TCP connections. In the absence of address space, a CDN’s ability to be flexible,
adaptive, and innovative would appear to be inversely proportional
to the growth of its software and hardware resources.
Implicitly, IP address bindings also constrain service provisioning.
For example, different customers have different SLAs or expectations when it comes to availability and quality of service; client
behaviours and connection patterns may also change over time;
the service operator may change or release new service offerings.
Among the available service provisioning mechanisms, the only representation that assuredly connects these dimensions is an IP address.
This makes address changes necessarily slow to plan and costly to
execute. The result is an operational bottleneck since changes in any
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dimension may have impact on otherwise independent dimensions,
a relationship that is shown by Figure 1 and explored further in §2.2.
How, then, can a CDN operate, evolve, or even launch, without
ever-growing address space? What is the smallest number of IP addresses required to operate at scale? Can the bottleneck be broken by
decoupling IP addresses from resources? To do so, must we resort to
clean-slate Internet architectures [23, 29, 35], or are more immediate
deployments possible? What if IP usage could be separated into
control and data planes in keeping with the networks that rely on it?
In this paper we describe efforts at Cloudflare to improve addressing agility for scale by decoupling IP from names and sockets. This
has the effect of transforming addresses from a resource constraint
to a resource that can be scheduled, and reduces operational bottlenecks. We note that the emergence of virtual IP- and name-based
hosting techniques (§2.3) challenges the need for static IP bindings
at all. This observation motivates us to identify and re-architect the
binding mechanisms themselves: DNS for clients and sockets for
services. Our contributions are as follows:
(1) We re-architect authoritative DNS to match on policies instead of names, then select from an address pool assigned to
that policy (§3.1, §3.2).
(2) We design and have open-sourced sk_lookup, a programmable sockets mechanism to resolve socket inflexibility
– removing limitations on IP+port pair selection, and enabling
IP+port re-assignment to existing listening sockets (§3.3).
(3) We evaluate the architecture at scale on live traffic at multiple
datacenters and random per query address selection for 20M+
hosts and services – more than 15% of all websites [67] –
from a pool of ∼4K, 256, and even a single IP address (§4,
§5).
(4) We state why this works for any service that controls its
authoritative DNS and connection termination (§3.4); explain why changes are completely transparent to BGP routing,
L4 load-balancing, caching, and other surrounding systems
(§4.3,§5.1); alongside implications for future (§4.4, §5.2).
(5) We begin to explore the power of policy-driven IP selection
by describing fast route leak detection and mitigation for a
global anycast network, and more (§6).
In deployment datacenters, our architecture has been serving all
production traffic that satisfies the given policy since July 2020. In
addition to varying the number of addresses in use (from ∼4K to 1),
the scale of the deployment show that random per-query addressees
can be generated at rates of 1000s per second.
The architecture is designed to be transferable. The only requirements are that a service provider controls its own (i) authoritative
DNS, and (ii) connection termination. DNS is necessary to establish
address bindings and communicate changes to clients, while connection termination is needed to ensure that processes can accept
connections as intended. This means that our architecture generalizes to, for example, university web services as much as it works for
many (but not all) types of CDNs and web services.
Of course, many of the observations we make in designing this
new architecture have been made by others [5, 33, 50, 56, 57] (we
review additional related work in §7), but, to our knowledge, ours
is the first to unbind IP addresses in practice, and to be deployed at
large scale to real-world clients. This work raises no ethical issues.

Figure 2: The client-to-origin path can consist of as many as 3
separate connections, with up to 4 out of 6 IP addresses managed
by a single CDN.

2

HOW DID WE GET HERE?

In this section we describe address use in CDNs at a high-level,
alongside their challenges. We argue that recent advances have provided the foundations to revisit conventional notions of address use.

2.1

The perceived need for address space

In the CDN space, the server label is delineated from its instantiations, most often ascribed to their function as on the edge or being
the origin. A server is any machine that terminates a connection. Origin servers hold the ground truth. Finally, edge servers sit on the path
between client and origin, typically inserted as reverse proxies [17].
Figure 2 captures the relationship between devices in different
CDN and hosting architectures. The conventional end-to-end connection is represented by the top dotted edge, in which client requests
are routed directly to origins whose IP addresses must be advertised
over BGP. The lower dashed connection represents the edge-service
model. Increasingly, edge services are implemented as reverse proxies, i.e., clients connect to an edge service IP address returned by
DNS. If the edge service is unable to satisfy the request, a second
connection is initiated by the edge service to the origin. Finally,
customers of edge services may wish to transit connections to the
origin over the edge service’s private infrastructure, as indicated by
the middle dash-dot line in Figure 2.
In each model represented by Figure 2, origin connections and
edge connections that cross the edge boundary need public IP addresses. These IP addresses (at origins and at the edge), returned
by DNS, can be dedicated but are most often shared with other services. Two observations can be drawn about connections on today’s
Internet: The client-to-origin path often differs from the original
end-to-end model [54]; and that those origin connections consist of
no fewer than three public addresses between two entities.
One obvious way to support additional connections is with additional IP space. Indeed, from data and methodology described by
Giotsas et al. [26], we find that ASes that self-identify as Enterprise
and Content rely on IP transfers to grow their IP space an order
of magnitude more than traditional broadband ASes. On appearance it seems that more services and more interfaces need more IP
addresses, a notion this paper suggests can be mitigated.

2.2

The IP bindings bottleneck stifles innovation

Address management is a challenge for any large network, and has
long been a subject of research. Among network operators, ISPs,
and other traditional consumers of large address space, addresses
are associated with points on a path.
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Among large CDNs and hosting services, the conventions of IP
assignment have exposed an implicit yet long-standing resourcebinding architecture, depicted in Figure 1. Its similarity to the seminal ‘narrow waist’ representation of IP is intentional and unavoidable.
Above IP sits a service or website associated with a hostname that
is reachable via a designated address. Below IP are sockets that
manage client connections over network interfaces. In this manner it
is natural to associate an IP address with a software service, or an
IP address with hardware resources, or both. The unintended result
is a transitive relationship: Since hostnames are related to specific
IP addresses and IP addresses are related to specific machines, then
hostnames are specifically related to machines.
At CDN-scale this transitive property makes the bindings difficult
to reason about, and manifests as an operational bottleneck. Changes
are slow and costly because the address bindings impact planning
and provisioning, quality of customer (origin) services, client performance, and more. In the CDN context IP addresses can stifle
innovation, which is the very opposite of their design [52, 59].
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(a) Conventional DNS uses name to lookup addresses.
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Recent advancements have disentangled some of the conventional
bindings between IP addresses, the services they represent, and the
physical devices to which they are assigned. The advancements
inexorably link to the development of web hosting services and are
key enablers for our architecture.
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(b) Our architecture matches policy without name; a random bitstring is appended to a prefix representing the policy.

Figure 3: Policy-first DNS architecture shifts from matching
names to instead matching on attributes that represent a policy;
address pools are assigned to policies.

Name-based virtual hosting CDNs used to assign unique IP
addresses to each website. This has diminished over time with the
adoption of name-based virtual hosting. The Host header in HTTP
enables a single application to provide independent yet identical
services. Similarly, the Server Name Indication (SNI) field in
TLS allows a server to host multiple HTTPS certificates on the
same IP+port. This effort was once stymied by slow adoption from
clients1 , but client adoption has since changed dramatically. As of
2017, over 99% of TLS connections to major CDNs use the SNI
extension [49]. As a result, servers can now safely assume support
for SNI. In fact, some services mandate it: many Google services
are inaccessible by clients that do not support SNI [32, 60].

3

HOW DO WE GET OUT OF HERE?

Our overarching goal is to relax the bindings between IP addresses,
hostnames, and sockets. In later sections, we show that doing so
enables greater flexibility and innovation for network engineering
and services. To that end, in this section, we present two complementary designs that, together, completely decouple IP bindings.
First, we describe a modification to DNS that separate DNS records
from the addresses that populate them. This has the effect of creating
independent control and data channels for DNS.
Second, to escape from the rigidity of IP-to-socket bindings
we design a scalable and flexible programmable socket architecture, sk_lookup. The sk_lookup design enables dynamic mapping
IP+port pairs in any or all combinations – an otherwise decades-long
constraint – to sockets. The implementation with BPF [28] was recently accepted into the mainline Linux kernel [43, 44]. In a spirit
similar to the DNS changes, sk_lookup has the effect of separating
sockets into control and data channels.

IP-based virtual hosting Recent advancements built atop equalcost multipath routing (ECMP) allow multiple instances of a single service to sit behind a single public-facing IP, on multiple
servers [22]. Though often referred to as a virtual IP (VIP), this
model adheres to the IP’s original design allowing a single address
to interface with different network architectures [52]. It also has
the perhaps unintended effect of decoupling addresses from network interfaces, so that the mapping between them is flexible and
dynamic.
On the client side, advancements in networking stacks and APIs
also encourage applications to move away from IP addresses and
towards names. Apple’s Network Framework APIs [4], for example,
support “connect-by-name” as the primary mechanism for establishing UDP, TCP, and TLS connections. Similar APIs can be found in
standard libraries for modern programming languages such as Go.

3.1

DNS to Decouple IP–name bindings

We assume, for the purpose of presentation, that a service provider
originates an IP prefix announcement, and that the IP range is orders
of magnitude smaller than the set of hostnames associated with the
service. How then do we map or move hostnames to IP addresses?
The fan-out properties of L4 ECMP and consistent hashing
load-balancers ( [22, 45]) may appear suitable. However, L4 loadbalancers are themselves constrained by (virtual) addressing. Alternatively, QUIC anticipates a desire to accept a connection on one IP
address, and receive a reply from another [34]. While novel, tangible

1 For

years, Akamai limited its use of SNI to remains backwards-compatible with old
versions of Windows (e.g., Windows XP) that did not support it.
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(4) Given a prefix of length 𝑏, generate a random bitstring of
32 − 𝑏 (for IPv4) or 128 − 𝑏 (for IPv6).
(5) Respond with the address that is the concatenation of the
prefix with the random bitstring.

progress has yet to be made and use cases are restricted to QUIC,
rather than generalized across transport services.
Instead, IP addresses should be mapped where the binding to
hostnames occurs – that place is authoritative DNS. From the perspectives of the client, and the connection, the binding between
destination hostnames and IP addresses is due solely to DNS. Nameto-IP mappings in DNS are generally static in nature, stored in some
form of a record or lookup table.
However, despite the existence of static lookup tables, the binding
is only known ‘on-query’. In other words the address is returned in
response to a DNS query—the last possible moment in the lifetime
of a request where a hostname can be bound to an IP address. Figure 3a shows conventional DNS, in which names may be mapped
to possibly multiple addresses for the purposes of path redundancy,
proximity selection, or load-balancing [9]. For all practical uses of
that mapping, the address(es)-to-name binding occurs at the moment
that DNS generates and returns the response.
This leads to the observation that addresses are bound to names at
the moment the response is returned, rather than within any record.
The separation is subtle, but important: DNS responses in today’s
architectures use a name to identify a set of of addresses, from which
a subset is selected based on some policy logic. We instead invert
this relationship, as represented in Figure 3b. Instead of IP addresses
pre-assigned to a name, our architecture begins with a policy that
may (or in our case, not) include a name. For example, a policy may
be represented by attributes such as location and account type (as in
our deployment described in §4). The attributes identify a pool of
addresses that represent the policy. The pool itself may be isolated
to that policy or have elements shared with other pools and policies.
Note that in this model, all addresses in the pool are equivalent.
Any address may be returned without inspecting the DNS query
name. Instead, IP addresses are computed and assigned at runtime or
query-time. The lifetime of the name-to-IP binding is upper-bounded
in time by the larger of connection lifetime and TTL in downstream
caches. The binding itself is otherwise ephemeral and can be changed
without regard to previous bindings, resolvers, clients, or purpose.

3.2

This approach makes no assumptions about query patterns or
contents. For example, consider three hostnames ℎ𝑖 , ℎ 𝑗 , ℎ𝑘 . The
randomly generated addresses returned for any of (ℎ𝑖 , ℎ 𝑗 , ℎ𝑘 ) and
(ℎ𝑖 , ℎ𝑖 , ℎ𝑖 ) are equivalent: IP addresses are 𝑖.𝑖.𝑑 irrespective of ordering or frequency. As a result, all hostnames will appear on all of the
addresses in the pool given a sufficient window of time.
We place no bounds on the number of hostnames that may be
mapped onto the IP pool since this mapping is carried by SNI and
HTTP Host (see §2.3). Nor do we put limits on the prefix length.
CDNs and hosting services already bind multiple hostnames to individual IP addresses. SNI enables hostnames to exceed IP addresses
by orders of magnitude. Our own evaluations later will show this
works at a ratio of 20+ million hostnames to 1 single address.
The flexibility generated by a policy- rather than name-based
DNS architecture is instantiated by later sections. However, the
inflexibility of sockets is a barrier to a complete decoupling of IP
addresses that must first be resolved.

3.3

From listen to lookup: Re-engineering the
sockets stack for scale

The inflexibility of standard BSD-style socket implementations is
both known and the subject of research [66]. Perhaps less well known
is that sockets increasingly are barriers to services at scale. Briefly
stated, it is exceptionally challenging to set up network services to
listen on hundreds of IP addresses without causing the network stack
to buckle, and even break.
Broadly speaking, the way that sockets are bound to IP+port pairs
has three limitations: (i) Each new socket consumes memory, and increases the search time to find the right socket for an arriving packet;
(ii) any IP+port pair selection artificially restricts other IP+port pair
selections; (iii) once bound, sockets are unchangeable and inexorably
tie the software interface to the IP+port.
We propose a new design: programmable socket lookups. Our
implementation, BPF sk_lookup, is open-source and was recently
accepted into the mainline Linux kernel [43, 44]. A brief overview
is helpful to understand socket limitations.

From Policy to Practice

The address pool can consist of any set addresses. In our design the
set of policy attributes is associated with an address pool described
by a prefix, w.x.y.z/b. From within the pool our design defaults
to random selection, as instantiated in §4. We note that IP randomization in and of itself is far from new [9] and is implemented by
CDNs, albeit limited to a few addresses [2, 13]. Alongside, domains
are increasingly co-hosted; recent studies show 20% of observed
domains are co-hosted with more than 1K other domains onto a single IP address, up from 6% in 2007[31]. We view our architecture,
which foregoes all notions of fixed IP-to-name ratios, as the next
logical step change in this evolution.
The DNS architecture is described by Figure 3b and takes the
following approach:

Standard sockets primer and problems The default association
between an IP+port and a service is one-to-one. The service application, itself, must open one socket for each transport protocol (be
it TCP or UDP) it wants to support. For example, an authoritative
DNS service would open up two sockets (a.b.c.d:53/tcp and
a.b.c.d:53/udp). Each socket is given its own file descriptor.
The 1:1 mapping means that CDN services must have at least one
listen socket for each IP address in use, as depicted in Figure 4a.
For example, 4096 sockets are needed to listen on any single port
(e.g., 80) for each IP address in an advertised /20—before doubling
in number to accommodate both TCP and UDP.2 The associated
memory and look-up performance penalties do not go unnoticed.

(1) A query arrives for an A or AAAA record.
(2) Any processing, validation, or logging (e.g., for accounting
or debugging), remains unchanged.
(3) Attributes match to a policy (specific examples §4, §5, and
§6) that identifies a prefix.

2 Admittedly

this approach, while naïve, has an isolation advantage: a UDP flood attack
on any IP in the range has no impact on the receive queues of sockets bound to the
remaining IP addresses in the range.
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(b) The bind-to-any INADDR_ANY catch-all address is inflexible and a security hazard.

(c) An sk_lookup example: Packets arriving on
192.0.2.0/24:53 to socket sk:2, while traffic on
203.0.113.1 to any port number lands in socket sk:4.

Figure 4: Sockets are unscalable, inflexible, and static. sk_lookup solves this by decoupling IP+port pairs from listening sockets.
Alternatively, the sockets API comes with an ‘any’ facility as
INADDR_ANY or the 0.0.0.0 wildcard address. A socket created
with the ‘any’ facility will respond on all addresses assigned to the
server, but specified to one port number. As shown in Figure 4b, compared to the naïve “one address, one socket” model, INADDR_ANY
provides a single catch-all listening socket for the whole IP range
on which connections are accepted. It works by being the last in a
chain of lookups for more specific sockets, as shown in Figure 5a.
The INADDR_ANY facility deserves closer inspection in a CDN
context. One advantage of binding to 0.0.0.0 is that applications
become address-agnostic, allowing for addresses to be added or
removed after socket binding without need for an application reconfiguration or restart. Conversely, this catch-all creates a security
vulnerability: Listening on more addresses than needed may otherwise expose an internal-only service to external traffic that has no
firewall or socket filter in place. Furthermore, one socket has one
receive queue, so an attack on any IP address will cause legitimate
packets on other IP addresses to be dropped3 .
Perhaps the greatest downside, however, is loss of flexibility in
services. In particular, what should happen if another service is later
bound to a specific address and port pair? In Linux, for example, a
service that listens on the wildcard INADDR_ANY address claims the
port number exclusively for itself. Attempts to listen on a specific IP
and a port bound to the wildcard-listening socket will fail.4
Unfortunately the sockets API does not allow us to express a
setup in which two services share a port and accept requests on
disjoint IP ranges. Nor does it offer a facility to listen on all ports
simultaneously for any IP address or range. Nor does it allow for a
socket’s IP+port bindings to be altered.
On appearance these may seem like corner cases that can be
resolved with a new socket option, but at scale cases such as these
are common. Consider, for example, services that share the same
port number but otherwise respond to requests on non-overlapping
IP ranges. One prominent instance occurs when a recursive DNS
resolver runs side-by-side with the authoritative DNS service.
sk_lookup: Programmable socket lookup The inflexibility of
sockets at scale motivates us to re-evaluate and re-engineer socket
bindings. In lieu of 1-to-1 or all-to-1 address to socket bindings,
the ideal is a programmable and flexible facility that matches an
incoming packet with a listening socket, ignoring the file descriptor
3 The
4 See

(a) Programmable sk_lookup is injected on the standard socket
lookup path after connected sockets are matched, but prioritized
ahead of IP+port listeners.

(b) sk_lookup program is a set of matches and actions.

Figure 5: BPF sk_lookup in the kernel.

to which the socket may have been bound. Our design is captured
by Figure 5a, in which a program is executed on packet arrival and
identifies the appropriate socket receive queue. One novel aspect of
our design is that it leaves sockets untouched. We label the design as
sk_lookup, and implement the program using BPF [28].
The program itself takes a BPF map structure for reference and is
injected onto the TCP socket lookup path. As shown in Figure 5a, its
execution is second stage, triggered after the lookup path attempts to
match a connected socket (4-tuple) and before looking for a listening
socket (2-tuple). The program structure resembles a firewall rule,
as shown in Figure 5b, and consists of a set of match statements
followed by an action. The map is populated by a socket activation
service that receives a file descriptor for any socket created. Upon
receipt of a file descriptor the service updates the BPF map.

Linux kernel offers protections in the TCP stack, but UDP requires special care.
https://man7.org/linux/man-pages/man2/listen.2.html#ERRORS.
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The Linux kernel patch [43, 44] was accompanied by rigorous
performance evaluations required for acceptance into the mainline,
also public [62, 63] but omitted for space. Results indicate penalties
of ∼1-5% from baseline measures of packets per second (∼1M TCP
and ∼2.5M UDP) and CPU usage. This is regarded a positive result
in exchange for the increased flexibility.
sk_lookup is proving to be a powerful construct at CDN-scale.
In addition to enabling our efforts to completely decouple IP from
names and resources, sk_lookup is anticipated to be a crucial tool
for multiple streams of future investigation.

3.4

In the next sections we deploy our architecture, evaluate the oneaddress hypothesis, and then begin to use the architecture to build
features that have no obvious alternative designs.

4

AT SCALE: RANDOMIZE 20M TO /24

The previous section described two halves of an architecture that
completely decouples IP addresses from names and servers. Together
they enable a CDN to treat addresses as a flexible and dynamic
resource: Rather than a constraint that must be pondered, addresses
form a resource pool that can be scheduled, removed, and re-added.
Here, we pose the question: Are there limits to address usage or
rates of change as a CDN or service provider scales? We note that all
standard measures of our system’s performance reduce to sets of before and after evaluations that are indistinguishable. This is expected
since the first order evidence of success in our system is the absence of breakage. For this reason, otherwise standard performance
measures are uninteresting and omitted for space.
We first present and evaluate the random selection strategy, followed by single-address evaluation in §5.

Generalizability, Transferability, and Benefits

One question that arises is whether these mechanisms generalize to
other domains. The short answer is yes, as described below.
Generalizability and Transferability This approach generalizes
to any listening service that uses HTTP, TLS, or other name-based
multiplexing, and that meets the following two requirements:
i. Control of authoritative DNS – the service operator must be
able to execute its policy-based selection when responding
to a query (as in our deployment), or populate authoritative
DNS records with policy mappings generated off-line.
ii. Control of connection termination or, at a minimum, the
ability to listen on the selected address(es) and ports.

Randomize IP addresses Rather than bind a service to a set of IP
addresses, for all websites and services that match the policy – more
than 20 million in our deployment – this solution randomly selects
an IP address per-DNS query as described in §3.2. At any point in
time, any website or service hosted by a CDN could take on any of
the IP addresses. Our operational deployment shows that this has no
negative impact on performance, and can enable improvements.

The above pair of requirements defines the transferable domain as
being any service operators that manage its own authoritative DNS
and connection termination, irrespective of size.
We emphasize that the use of anycast and sk_lookup are optional.
sk_lookup injects flexibility into socket-to-process mappings and
efficiency in IP:port pair allocations at scale, as discussed in §3.3. In
§6 we describe ways that addressing agility can be combined with
anycast to build new features and systems.

4.1

Production Edge Evaluation Architecture

The Cloudflare network is comprised of points of presence (PoPs)
across more than 200 cities in over 100 countries, and direct interconnects with over 9500 distinct networks.
From a networking perspective, the standard CDN service offerings are characterized by two properties. First, the network operates
as a reverse proxy on behalf of its customers’ origin servers, whose
hostnames are registered with Cloudflare’s authoritative DNS. This
enables Cloudflare to return its own IPs in response to DNS queries,
and terminate connections on behalf of customer origins.
In addition, Cloudflare uses anycast—not just for DNS service—
but for all of its web services. Accordingly, a DNS query at all
PoPs for a customer origin will receive the same IP address in
response. While the use of anycast is most commonly associated
with reachability, its use for content provides an additional benefit:
Identical network configurations are mirrored across all PoPs and
datacenters, which facilitates deployment and management.
Each PoP in the network is co-located with a datacenter. The
data center architecture and software stack are both architected for
simplicity. In particular, the server software stack is uniform by design, as encapsulated by the blue-dashed line in Figure 6. Rather
than different servers with different services, each server mirrors a
single software stack and offers all services—every server executes
distributed denial-of-service, layer-4 load balancers, connection termination, and the full suite of application processes. Every machine
also participates in the distributed cache. Servers logically sit between an ECMP router at the ingress, and an origin gateway at egress.
The ECMP router doubles as the datacenter’s first-pass stateless load

Outcomes: Operational and Address Efficiency The initial motivation for this work was to improve address agility, while simultaneously reducing planning and execution costs associated with address
management. We observe that large changes in address usage need
take only as long as necessary for stakeholders to agree, and minutes or seconds more to execute. Alongside, “more address space is
needed” thinking and impulses (as well as their costs) are no longer
conventional as the operations grow. For business reasons we are
unable to reveal exact measures, but engineer-months or weeks are
evolving into hours and minutes. The degree of flexibility, and the
reasons this system works, are demonstrated in §4.
In addition, a third qualitative observation is unanticipated yet
proving to be beneficial: Engineers are learning to ignore IP addresses as constraints, and instead treat them as resources that can be
scheduled. When designing new features and systems for managing
infrastructure, IP addresses are being treated as an after-thought.
The process no longer begins by asking about address availability or
usage as a way to limit design possibilities. Instead, algorithms and
solutions are designed with generic identifiers, each representing a
unique property, attribute, or policy. In the final design, the identifier
corresponds to an IP address. The demotion of the IP addresses from
a first class object in this manner has enabled us to reason about new
systems or improve existing ones, as described in §6.
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Figure 6: The edge architecture is designed for simplicity: Servers share a uniform software stack, as encapsulated by the dashed line. An
ECMP router with consistent hashing fans connections out to servers. An additional L4 load balancer between them precedes connection
termination and application suites. All servers participate in the distributed cache. Our changes are entirely transparent. Only authoritative DNS
is touched and, separately, sk_lookup is installed automatically with the Linux kernel. DoS protections, L4LB, caching, and all surrounding
systems are unchanged.
balancer that, similar to previous systems [22, 45, 48], hashes packets in a consistent manner to spread connections between servers.
Specific component details are out of scope and left for future
work. Most notably, the datacenter architecture is composed of familiar service architecture components. We emphasize that no changes
were required to surrounding components; our changes are scoped
to DNS and otherwise are completely transparent.

4.2

The breadth and duration of the deployment allay any concerns
about scale or feasibility – for more than 1 year, clients have initiated
∼500 million DNS queries per day, followed by ∼3-4 billion HTTP
requests, to addresses selected per-query purely at random. For
comparison, the same hostnames at all remaining 200+ data centers
were mapped across 18 /20s. The reduction in address usage is 94.4%
for the /20, and 99.7% for the /24. A /24 is the minimum permissible
address range in BGP. In §5 we reduce IP usage to /32, and describe
ways that the ‘leftover’ addresses from the required /24 might be
used for services and resilience in §6.

Experimental Setup with Live Traffic

Our architecture is currently deployed across the whole CDN in
keeping with the uniform software stack. It is currently active, at
scale, and is expected to remain active beyond final submission of
this work while we investigate new systems described in §6. Our
system has been running as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

A comment on the operational benefits. The reduced address
space is evident. However, before describing why this works, one
particular observation may be of value to the wider community. The
per-query rate of change of IP addresses made evident by this work
is changing address management internally. From an operational
perspective, address management is decreasingly concerned with
hostnames and servers. In return, network and address management
is increasingly focussed on the use of IP addresses for their intended
purposes—routing, reachability, and quality-of-service— resulting
in improvements on engineering time, flexibility, and ingenuity.

6 PoPs/DCs at 8 IXPs serving 5 contiguous timezones;
100% of DNS responses for 20+ million hostnames;
∼5-6K DNS queries per second (mean)
∼35-40K HTTP requests per second (mean);
active from 2020-07;

at each PoP, the following socket and network configuration:

4.3

• One /20 (IPv4) and one /44 (IPv6) address pool;
• Both prefixes advertised from all PoPs (anycast);
• connection termination listening on ports 80, 443, and 11
others [16] for the entire /20 and /44 ranges.

Why does this work, and why do it?

We first remind our reader that our changes to DNS are entirely transparent. The surrounding systems, software stack, and configurations
are untouched. In addition, all performance metrics are identical
and indistinguishable, and omitted accordingly. Here, we explain
the reasons that randomization works, and its benefits.

The timetable for in-use portion of addresses within the /20:
• 2020-07 to 2021-01, 4096 addresses (the full /20);
• 2021-01 to 2021-05, 256 addresses (/24);
• from 2021-06, on-going, 1 single IPv4 address (/32) in a
mid-sized datacenter (see §5).

Routing is unchanged. Reachability between autonomous systems
(ASes) is evaluated over prefixes advertised by the AS that either
owns the addresses or is permitted to advertise them. Furthermore,
forwarding is decided by longest-prefix match. Since BGP routing
succeeds at the granularity of IP prefixes, the semantics of a prefix used for randomized addresses is identical to prefixes used for
statically bound IPs.

We emphasize that our architecture is a drop-in software modification
to existing production architecture and systems. The deployment
uses the complete set of production servers and infrastructure, and
all surrounding systems are both unchanged and unaffected—all
existing measures of performance were found to be indistinguishable.

Smaller prefixes are harder to leak or hijack. To mitigate against
routing table inflation, a best-practice convention among network
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(c) Per-query random addressing in a /24.

Figure 7: Load across IP addresses at a medium-popularity facility, serving 20M+ hostnames, approximately 10% of websites [67].
(a) In the two busiest (out of 18) /20 prefixes without addressing agility; (b) Randomizing over a single /20 with addressing agility; and (c)
Randomizing over a single /24 with addressing agility. Data is comprised of 1% of all requests taken over 24 hours. The 𝑥-axis is IP addresses
in descending order of number of requests each IP address receives. This shows that, in today’s CDNs, per-IP address load is far from uniform –
but can be made uniform by decoupling IP addresses from names.
operators is to refrain from advertising narrower than a /20 prefixes
without good reason (/48 in IPv6 [72]). However, larger prefix advertisements increase the likelihood, and decrease the visibility, of
narrower sub-prefixes that leak or are hijacked. It is for this reason
that some prefixes are advertised as /24s, e.g., Cloudflare’s public
DNS resolver [14]—by advertising the narrowest prefix permitted
by BGP, the resolvers are resilient to hijacks. We revisit route leak
detection and mitigation in §6.
Since a single /20 can be used to reach limitless hostnames and
services, then larger or more blocks may be unnecessary. Our evaluations show that a /24 (256 or fewer addresses) is equivalent to a
/20 in this respect. The implication of our deployment is that a CDN
could operate with fewer addresses and simultaneously, as if for free,
increase its resilience to route leaks and hijacks – without inflating
Internet route and forwarding tables.

locations and account type. A match on both attributes then triggers
randomized addressing—hostnames are completely ignored. Queries
that do not match are resolved as normal. This approach enabled
code changes to be deployed globally, so that a single codebase
could be maintained during evaluation instead of two.
One question that has emerged is how best to design and allow
more expressive policies? Safe and verifiable policy expression and
processing is left for future work.
“Shared fate benefit, shared load” Our architecture also facilitates
provisioning. Different hostnames will incur different loads that may
change over time and are hard to predict a priori. Since IP addresses
are shared between hostnames and services, and IP addresses can be
associated with physical resources, the choice of address can affect
wider services. Given any set of candidate addresses, our system’s
answer to “which IP addresses should be assigned?” is all of them.
This idea is borne out of one non-standard performance metric—
measures of load per IP address equalize. The effect is shown by
Figure 7, which plots dual measures of requests-per-IP (𝑦1-axes)
and bytes-per-IP (𝑦2-axes) in a medium-sized datacenter before and
after our architecture is deployed. Notably, the equalization emerges
without a priori engineering or post-analysis. This is an artefact of
the address randomization, itself.
Figure 7a shows dual measures of per-IP load before our system
was deployed. Measurements are drawn from 1% samples taken
over the two most loaded prefixes (out of 18) in a medium-sized
datacenter over a 24 hour period in June 2020. The 8192 individual
IP addresses are sorted on the 𝑥-axis from most- to least-loaded by
number of requests per address indicated by the 𝑦1-axis. Corresponding values for bytes transferred over each address are plotted in place,
and indicated by the 𝑦2-axis. The differences between most and least
loaded addresses are ∼4–6 orders of magnitude. Excluded from Figure 7a is the observation that these differences only increases when
including the remaining 16 prefixes allocated to hostnames that fall
under our test policy.
The same measurements captured during our deployment reveal
a sharp contrast. Recall from §3.2 that our deployment responds
to each DNS query, independent of the hostname, with an address
selected at random from the address pool. Figure 7b shows that
random addressing within a /20 reduces the load gaps to less than

ECMP and consistent hashing are unaffected An ECMP group
connects a single virtual IP to multiple servers. Alongside, consistent
hashing ensures that all packets for a connection are forwarded to a
single server. At scale in operational settings, the number of ECMP
groups can grow to tens of thousands. Such numbers are difficult to
manage, and also exposed limits of router software [38]. The flexible
address assignment enabled by our architecture may facilitate ECMP
changes. However, our architecture exists independently from ECMP
and consistent hashing, for which complexities are dominated by
numbers of servers and not IP addresses.
Distributed caches and filesystems are unaffected Our architecture and its addressing are isolated from cache systems. In the CDN
architecture, as indicated by Figure 6, every server participates in the
distributed cache. Both internal addressing schemes, and distributed
filesystems are untouched.
DNS changes are trivial; opportunities and challenges shift to
policies. Our experience shows that necessary changes to DNS
are relatively small, and otherwise eclipsed by planning and execution costs associated with changes to hostname-IP bindings, sockets,
ECMP, quality of service routing and resourcing. In addition, policies can be designed and executed independent and irrespective of
IP addresses. This contrasts with the convention of designating addresses in DNS records and systems as proxies for a desired policy.
In our evaluation deployment the policy is expressed as datacenter
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(2) The URI host resolves to the same IP address as the given
connection.5

2 and 3 orders of magnitude in the same day of week 24hr period.
Figure 7c shows that random addressing from a smaller /24 closes
the load gaps to near uniform levels of magnitude, and to factor of
less than 2 in absolute terms.
Absent randomization, reliable a priori predictions about the popularity or usage of hostnames is difficult, if not impossible. This has
consequences on most aspects of provisioning. The use of all addresses in a set of any size precludes the need to plan or provision on
the basis of popularity. Instead, a natural and effective load balancer
emerges by simultaneously yet dynamically binding all hostnames to
all available addresses in uniformly distributed manner, irrespective
of request patterns and demands.

4.4

IP address randomization may prohibit the second condition. There
are several reasons why this may not be a problem in practice. First,
browsers and operating system stacks are increasingly narrowing
the context in which connection state may be shared. Connection
reuse is often limited to a single process and, depending on application characteristics, within certain contexts of that process (e.g.,
tab-isolation). In §5.2 we show opportunities potentially missed
by randomization across many addresses are instead exploited by
use of one address. Note that HTTP/3 [8] does not require IP address matching, so randomization would not affect coalescing those
connections.

Implications and Potential Pitfalls

Non-TLS or HTTP based Services Applying our architecture
more broadly than to TLS and HTTP(S) presents a potentially separate yet surmountable set of challenges. One service that might
be adversely affected by randomized IPs is ssh, which maintains a
known_hosts file that stores the hostname-to-IP address mapping,
and issues a warning when the IP address used to connect is different
than is stored in the file. This association, while understandable, is
outdated and already broken given that many DNS records presently
return more than one IP address.

For the sake of completeness we raise the following implications
of IP randomization, identify concerns, and resolve most. Later we
show that placing services behind a single address works, resolves
any potential pitfalls, and may improve application performance.
TTL Values and Individual Behaviors Any dependency on DNS
responses to somehow shape ensuing request patterns should be
avoided. This is because DNS responses are cached both at recursive
and local client stub resolvers. The subsequent traffic generated by
any single authoritative response is determined by the number and
behaviour of downstream resolvers and clients. For well-behaved
resolvers, TTLs provide some granularity of control. Recent evidence suggests, however, that resolvers commonly modify TTL
values [46, 47]. Even so, agile IPs do open opportunities to investigate resolver behaviors by changing TTL at the authoritative DNS
and comparing addresses that are returned with addresses used to
connect. We revisit this observation in §6.

5

ONE ADDRESS TO SERVE THEM ALL

If millions of names and services can be hosted behind ∼4K addresses, and 256 addresses, then why not 1 address? We conducted
one additional experiment to evaluate feasibility.
Map everything to a single IP address Our deployment indicates
that as more services and machines reuse the same IP address, the
benefits continue to improve. We show that extending this to its
logical conclusion—a single IP address for the entire set of services—
is feasible, perhaps even preferable.
In early 2021 we parameterized a 24-hour trial at the datacenter
used in Figure 7 to return a “random” IP address from a set of size 1
(i.e., a /32). Its success has motivated an extended trial—from June
2021 and scheduled to continue after final submission, this mediumsized datacenter has been serving the same 20+M hostnames and
services with a randomized address set of 1.
We stress that all available system and performance metrics remained unchanged. This experiment suggests that, services and
hostnames being equal, an autonomous system’s content and hosting
services can be bound to a single IP address. The result is newfound
levels of flexibility and granularity of control that enable entirely
new systems and visibility, as described in §6. Below we argue that
one-address also amplifies all benefits that are ascribed to randomization over a larger set, and additionally resolves potential pitfalls
of randomization identified in §4.4.

Denying Denial of Service (DoS) Denial of service attacks can
target IP addresses (layer-4 attack) or hostnames (layer-7 attack).
Identifying the layer of the attack may, on appearance, seem more
difficult if randomizing IPs. We argue the root of the challenges lay,
not with randomization, but with the multiplexing of many hosts
onto individual IPs that exist independently of our scheme.
We also posit that an agile addressing architecture is a natural
fit for DoS mitigation for two reasons. First, the total load for all
affected services is immediately shared equally by all reachable
servers. Since our architecture operates at layer-3, separately and
isolated from L4 and L7 balancers, the impact of attacks is less
pronounced at higher protocol layers.
In addition, many DoS mitigations at CDN scale work by temporarily changing hostnames to address assignments, and dropping
or directing packets destined to the affected IP addresses elsewhere.
In this way, DoS mitigations need the ability to quickly assign different IP addresses to names and servers. We exploit this observation
in §6 to sketch a DoS mitigation mechanism built using addressing
agility to quickly identify DoS targets and mitigate attacks.

5.1

HTTP Connection Coalescing HTTP/2 [7] supports connection
reuse, and permits resource requests on domains that differ from
the domain used to connect. There are two conditions under which
connection reuse for a target resource is allowed:

Why one address works, too

The explanations in §4.3 equally apply to one address. It is instructive
to restate those reasons in this context, and clarify differences.
5 Not all browsers implement this check the same. Some browsers require the IP address set for the new host to contain the IP address used for the existing connection,
whereas others assume transitive properties among IP address sets that have intersecting
addresses between them.

(1) The target resource URI authority matches that of the certificate associated with the connection.
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Upstream Routing Errors are Immediate and Total If all traffic
arrives on a single address (or prefix), then upstream routing errors
affects all content equally. This criticism has two responses. First,
this is an address diversity problem that exists independent of the way
addresses are used or the scale of operation, as are resolutions. For
example, one solution is to allocate two addresses in DNS records
from non-overlapping prefixes [15].
Alongside, our architecture provides fast mitigation. The perquery rate of address change (see §4) means that addresses can be
changed en masse by changing affected address pool attached to any
policy. The changes will be immediate for new queries, and cached
records will update in a time that is upper-bounded by TTL.
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Upstream Implications and Opportunities

One-address is functionally equivalent to both conventional addressing and IP randomization. Even so, and in contrast to IP randomization, one-address does raise the possibility of upstream effects that
deserve consideration. None have presented in our evaluations so
far, nor in communications with upstream networks.
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Figure 8: Preliminary evidence of connection coalescing: Placing
all services on one IP address increases requests per connection
relative to address to name bindings used in the rest of the CDN.

Routing and traffic engineering are unchanged, IP space is liberated This argument is identical to IP randomization. One in-use IP
address has no effect on inter-domain routing, which admits a maximum of /24 and /56 prefix lengths. Once inside the autonomous system, a packet is correctly forwarded to its destination. One-address
also makes it easier to reason about IP space and traffic engineering—
an otherwise challenging endeavours at CDN-scale.
The reachability of innumerable services behind one-address also
has implications for smaller or non-CDN operators: (i) Few addresses are required to function, even one; irrespective, (ii) standard
sockets are sufficient without the use of sk_lookup (see §3.4).

Upstream DoS Protections The concentration of prefix- or many
prefixes-wide traffic to a single address might be mistakenly interpreted by an upstream observer as a denial of service attack. An
ISP could conceivably respond by triggering a well-meaning protection in the form of rate-limiting, or block. This can be prevented by
means of communication and community engagement.
Port exhaustion in IPv4 NAT is accelerated, as is a push to
IPv6 From the client-side, the number of permissible concurrent
connections to one-address is upper-bounded by the size of a transport protocol’s port field. For TCP this is no longer an issue [21, 42].
In UDP (QUIC), however, the only way to reuse ports is with
SO_REUSEPORT. This could cause carrier-grade NATs to exhaust
available UDP ports, or lose the IP+port pair uniqueness that is
required for address translation. One option may be to incorporate
other transport-protocol headers into the NAT binding function, such
as QUIC connection identifiers, but these are decreasingly available
as encrypted transport becomes increasingly dominant.
To the best of our knowledge this is the only drawback to oneaddress, and is also immediately resolved by migrating to IPv6.

IPv6 Applicability The abundance of IPv6 prefixes and addresses
makes reasoning about its bindings difficult. One argument against
binding to a single IPv6 address is that there is no need, i.e., address
exhaustion is unlikely. This is a pre-CIDR position that, we claim, is
benign at best and irresponsible at worst. In lieu of asking why use a
single IPv6 address, we should be asking why not? and reject any
answer that reduces to, “because there is no need.”
Connection Coalescing The potential scale of service under
scrutiny notwithstanding, we note that one-address preserves any
semantics ascribed to IP addresses such as SSH’s known_hosts.
We expect connection coalescing will increase when all services
sit behind one address (assuming target URIs match certificates).
The evidence for coalescing is preliminary, yet favourable. Figure 8
shows requests per connection for services on one address, and
standard addressing used by the CDN in the rest of the world.
Measurements were conducted over a 7-day window in June 2021,
and consist of a 1% sample of all connections over all TCP and QUIC.
For this reason, samples at the ‘One IP’ datacenter are skewed by
connections not on the one IP address, as well as connections from
HTTP/1 and older browsers that do not support connection reuse.
Despite the additional noise, a 2-sample Anderson–Darling test [55]
suggests a significant difference. We tested the hypothesis that the
observations from the ‘One IP’ data center, and the “Rest of World”
data centers can be modelled as coming from a single population.
According to our results, the hypothesis can be rejected with 99.9%
confidence since the returned test value 𝐴𝐷 = 3532.4 is higher than
the critical value 𝐴𝐷 𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 = 6.546 for significance level of 0.001.

Opportunities opened by one-address at the Client Running a
CDN on a single IP address may enable the fascinating new space
of client-side optimizations that arise as a result. Standard tasks
like DNS lookups and establishing TCP connections can comprise
large fraction of page load times (7% and 53%, respectively) [65].
When all content is served from the same IP address, a client can
potentially avoid these performance hits.
For example, one-address could be used to reduce stresses on
DNS. CDNs commonly use low DNS TTLs to permit rapid load
rebalancing. Under one-address, a CDN can adopt long-lived expiries akin to root DNS servers, thereby extending cache duration
and reducing frequency of client DNS requests. An interesting area
of future work is to preemptively inform clients that the one-address
CDN hosts a particular domain. One possibility is to explore a new
form of HTTP resource hint that merely indicates the one-address
CDN host (making a DNS lookup unnecessary). Another possibility
is to use compact filters to represent all of the hostnames hosted by
the CDN [41]. We leave such optimizations for future work.
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We illustrate by example. Assume all PoPs in the network advertise and accept connections on the same /24 (as shown in §4.3). A
policy can be expressed in DNS so that each PoP expects to receive
traffic on a unique address. Say the policy returns *.*.*.25 in response to all queries routed to PoP-A, similarly *.*.*.26 for all
queries routed to nearby PoP-B, and *.*.*.78 for PoP-X that is
far from both A and B. As a consequence all or most of the ensuing
request traffic at each PoP should arrive on its corresponding IP.
PoP-A may see a small amount of traffic arrive on *.26, but should
see none on *.78. Conversely, PoP-X should expect little-to-no
traffic on *.25 or *.26. A violation of these expectations in either
direction is an indication of traffic misdirection. We expect network
issues to be visible at DNS TTL timescales.
In this setup, our architecture makes mitigation trivial: Keep
the policy, but change the prefix. Observe that the policy in this
case is unchanged, since only the *.*.* portion is different. If the
mitigation prefix is already advertised and known to the Internet,
then mitigation is complete also at DNS TTL timescales.

Figure 9: An example BGP leak of an anycasted prefix, based on
an actual incident that affected DNS performance. CDN originates an anycasted prefix from multiple PoPs to regional peers. 𝐴𝑆3,
preferring customer routes, leaks the prefix to 𝐴𝑆2. Performance degrades for US clients routed to Europe, but the leak goes undetected.
A policy to map each PoP’s DNS responses to a unique address in
the range would enable every CDN location to monitor requests on
unexpected IPs in that range, and flag potential route leaks. Services
can be immediately moved to a different prefix with agile addressing.

Denial of Service (DoS) Mitigation at the Speed of TTLs An
important ability in DoS mitigation is to be able to distinguish the attack vector as layer 3/4 (e.g., UDP or SYN floods) or layer 7 (named
services). One of the tools for diagnosis, as well as mitigation, is to
re-bind a named service to a different IP address.
Addressing agility enables an otherwise naïve 𝑘−ary search as a
fast, powerful foundation for mitigation. For ease of presentation,
start with all 𝑛 services sit behind one address (or narrow prefix) in
a range. For example, a.b.c.1/32 from a.b.c/24, then proceed:

TCP connection establishment and longevity is another area of
possible investigation. When all hostnames are multiplexed over the
same IP address, is it necessary to maintain more than one long-lived
TCP connection? Instead, would it not be possible for each client to
simply open a single TCP connection to a one-address CDN and use
that connection to issue all of its requests? This could have upside
in terms of simplicity and performance: the general understanding
is that maintaining a single connection yields better performance
than opening multiple, short-lived ones. Moreover, there are ongoing
efforts to be able to negotiate distinct TLS sessions over a given
TCP connection. However, there are some potential concerns: TCP
connections offer a convenient unit of isolation across different
customers of the CDN. An interesting area of future work would be
to provide stronger isolation guarantees above the transport layer.

6

(1) An attack is detected; set DNS TTL to small value, 𝑡.
Begin an 𝑘−ary search:
(2) Partition 𝑛 affected services randomly into 𝑘 disjoint sets,
each of size ⌈ 𝑛𝑘 ⌉;
(3) Map each set to the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ address in the range where 𝑖 ∈ {0..𝑘 −
1}, e.g., for 𝑘 = 32, place 𝑛𝑘 services on each of a.b.c.1,
a.b.c.2, . . . , a.b.c.32.

DISCUSSION: LOOKING AHEAD

Perhaps the most exciting aspect of our architecture is that it opens
pathways to new agile systems designed for added visibility into
outside network effects and behaviours, as well as for granularity of
control. In this section we describe initial ideas that, while concrete,
abstract away many details and are without implementation. All
are currently being pursued or under investigation, and expected to
appear as future work. Each has helped to elucidate our architecture’s
merit – and the value of decoupling IPs from names and sockets.
For ease of presentation we sketch each system assuming oneaddress datacenters, unless stated otherwise. We also emphasize
that in each of these designs a single-address set for some policy is
functionally equivalent to a random selection from any disjoint set.
For example, an IPv4 /32 may be comfortably substituted with a /28.

If the attack follows a slice then there is a named target; repeat
from (2) on the affected slice. Otherwise the attack continues on the
starting address, meaning that it is layer 3/4. Assuming DNS caches
respect TTL values, then the worst case time to isolate the attack
from services is TTL+𝑡 (log𝑘 𝑛).
Measurement Opportunities Initially, our live deployment was
limited to a single medium datacenter, DC1 for testing and debugging.
To ensure reachability in the event of a failure, the BGP prefix 𝑝
used in our test was also advertised from a datacenter, DC2, 600km
away. Accordingly, web services at DC2 were configured to accept
connections on 𝑝 addresses, but DNS at DC2 was unaltered and
returned addresses in accordance with the rest of the world. In other
words, DC2 had little expectation of ingress traffic via 𝑝 addresses.
Despite DC2’s intended purpose as a failover, DC2 received significant legitimate traffic on the IP addresses that could only be
learned via DNS queries to DC1. We hypothesize that this happens
because the DNS queries of some clients closest to DC2 are handled
by ISP resolvers that are closest to DC1. Surprisingly, the proportion
of affected traffic was substantially higher for IPv6 than for IPv4.

Route Leak Detection and Mitigation for Anycast Figure 9 describes a route leak on an anycast system based on actual events.
The timely detection and mitigation of traffic misdirection is currently one of the hardest issues in network operations. In an anycast
network, addressing agility offers a foundation for fast route leak detection and mitigation, and starts with the observation that different
PoPs can return distinct IPs within a single anycast prefix.
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This opens new and otherwise infeasible measurement directions,
for example, elucidating Internet routing paths and maps. These are
opportunities are left for future investigation.

(HTTP and HTTPS) that already permit transmitting content names
(through Host headers and SNI). As a result, we did not have to
design new packet headers or architectural components to translate
between namespaces like many of these prior works [23, 29, 40, 64]:
standard HTTP(S) clients already include them.
One trade-off prior architectures faced was between humanunderstandable names but less efficient to route (e.g., FQDNs), and
being opaque (e.g., the flat namespace of a DHT is unhelpful to
users) but more efficient to route [10, 25, 39, 64, 68]. Our system
makes no such tradeoff; we maintain the namespace familiar to users
(FQDNs) and still achieve highly optimized performance. This, too,
is because our system need not provide an Internet-wide solution.

Traffic tuning across anycast datacenters The route leak detection and mitigation mechanism described above gives evidence that
addressing agility could be used to build route leak detection and
mitigation for anycast networks. We posit that similar mechanisms
await that can shift traffic between datacenters in an anycast network
using map-colouring [27]. In this use case a colour is equivalent to a
BGP prefix announcement, such that each datacenter in an anycast
network advertises only one colour (or prefix) from the set. Aforementioned measurements may help to identify the smallest number
of colours needed to achieve some property, for example, region
isolation or traffic tuning zones with nearby datacenters.

7

IP Randomization and Re-use One study shows surprising variability in IPv4 usage and activity varies across measures of reachability and load, as well as inferring evidence of restructuring [53].
There exist multiple attempts to improve multiplexing over IP, or
re-imagining addressing all together. One example explores combinations of NAT, DNS, and DHCP within datacenters to multiplex a
large number of execution environments onto a smaller number of IP
addresses [61]. A more radical proposition reimagines addressing entirely with variable length addresses [51] or adds an additional layer
on top of the network layer to remove IP bindings [23, 29, 40, 58].
Our design is more immediately deployable and, as above, is made
possible by the fact that we are able to make several simplifying
assumptions as compared to work that seeks to rearchitect the entire
Internet. That said, our hope is that by demonstrating that even one
significant step towards these loftier goals can be accomplished in a
performance-sensitive production environment will breathe renewed
interest into these fascinating endeavors.

RELATED WORK

Decoupling Content Names from Hostnames Our proposal that
merges multiple hostnames into a single IP address leveraging anycast is very similar to a wide range of work that seeks to decouple
what content is from where it is hosted.
One broad initiative to this end was the set of clean-slate network architectures from the early 2000s to address concerns such
as the impending shortage of IPv4 addresses and poor IP-based support for mobility, replicated content, and middleboxes. DONA [40],
TRIAD [29], IPNL [23], FARA [11], HIP [36], DOA [6, 69], i3 [64],
and SNF [37] are but a handful of example systems that demonstrated it was possible to decouple hostnames from content names.
Most of these architectures require extensive changes to the existing
network, some even taking a clean-slate approach. Conversely, we
sought to achieve many of the same goals in today’s Internet, without
any additional deployments at clients or routers.
A more recent initiative that decouples content from location is
Information-Centric Networking (ICN) [18, 19, 24, 35]. Prominent
examples are Name Data Networking (NDN) [71], Network of Information (NetInf) [20], and the eXpressive Internet Architecture
(XIA) [30]. These clean-state network architectures route based on
the name of the content by completely removing host identifiers.
Today’s CDNs can be viewed as a sort of ICN [35]: by employing
aggressive caching, geo-replication, and traffic engineering, virtually any of a CDN’s PoPs can be used to service a user’s request.
However, none decouple names and addresses to the extent that ICN
architectures do; CDNs still use a large number of IP addresses,
effectively resulting in a few content names mapping to any given
IP address. While there are various designs that facilitate the deployment of ICN systems (such as the use of overlays), they are still not
compatible enough with the current existing Internet architecture to
have met our operational needs.
We believe our system can be viewed as an evolutionary step towards ICN that is (surprisingly) deployable today; our design would
comprise only one IP address per ASN but can still provide service
and content regardless of which hosts end-users communicate with.
Of course, the scope of our problem is also considerably smaller than
these drastic redesigns of the Internet. Where they sought to address
naming concerns for all hosts and all protocols, we seek the far more
modest goal of serving our customers’ content on machines we control. Moreover, we seek only to operate over a small set of protocols

8

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we have presented the design, implementation, and
experiences from an operational deployment of an architecture that
drastically improves addressing agility of CDN services at scale.
We use the architecture to bind addresses at query time, in response
to attributes rather than names, and change bindings with every
query. Our architecture is reminiscent of more audacious redesigns
of Internet naming in that it decouples IP addresses (location) from
hostnames (content), but because our architecture need not apply to
the entirety of the Internet nor to all protocols, we were able to leverage existing application-layer mechanisms (like SNI), facilitating
immediate deployment. Our year-long deployment shows that few
IP addresses are needed and that, by disassociating addresses from
names and sockets, just a few addresses can lead to exciting new
applications like route leak detection and greater resilience to attack.
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